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How do you know? Where can you go to get these answers? Does this information ever
change/get updated?
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You might need a combination of these resources to determine all of the various exposures.
These are just a few options, but most common resources.

All geographic exposures (natural hazard exposures) are constantly being analyzed and
reassessed. Be sure to verify your zones each time you fill out a Facility Report in case it has
changed.
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Example Earthquake map for US – source: SwissRe CatNet
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Example of a flood map and zone definitions. New York City.

100-yr = 1% chance each year
500-yr= .2% chance each year

Water Intrusion
Below grade spaces
At grade openings
Ground sloping toward building

Depth Factors
Path of least resistance
Strength of walls, doors, windows
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Example Wildfire map for US – source: SwissRe CatNet
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You might need a combination of these resources to determine all of the various exposures.
These are just a few options, but most common resources.
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Highest hazard present – if buildings are constructed of different materials, (i.e. building
additions), the higher hazard (more combustible) classification will be used to classify the
entire building.

NFPA - National Fire Protection Association – US life safety codes/standards
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ISO 1 – Wood frame walls, floors and roof deck. Brick Veneer, wood/plank siding, stucco
cladding. Wood frame roof with wood decking.

ISO 2 – Concrete block (CB), Masonry or Reinforced Masonry load bearing exterior walls. Brick
Veneer, Painted CB, stucco or EIFS exterior cladding. Wood frame roof with wood decking.

ISO 3 – Exterior cladding is usually insulated metal panel but could have brick veneer, EIFS.
Roof supports are steel and cover can be metal panel, BUR, membrane.

ISO 4 – Floors commonly concrete on steel deck for multi-story buildings. Roof is usually steel
deck or lightweight insulating concrete or gypsum board deck.

ISO 5 – Roof is usually heavy steel frame with poured concrete on steel or precast concrete
panels or steel deck. Roof is typically low sloped with membrane covering system.

ISO 6 – Floors are minimum 4 inch concrete cast-in-place on protected steel. Roof is cast in
place concrete or precast concrete.
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Regularly confused terms

Fire resistive will never burn (could and likely will still be affected by heat)

Fire retardant will eventually burn if left to free burn
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Red flags are areas which should need further explanation/detail to evaluate the risks of the
space.
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Dampers are used to prevent the spread of fire/smoke throughout the building through its
ductwork. Fire doors help to compartmentalize a building. Firestopping helps to separate the
building into compartments. Photoluminescent egress path markers help light the way to
safety.

Fire/smoke alarm systems are used to detect whether there is fire and/or smoke in a building.
Sprinkler systems are used to help slow the growth of the fire. Fire extinguishers and
firefighters are used to help put out the fire altogether.
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A1 – European classification. Examples of classes for materials, surface linings, pipe
insulation and cables
A1 (non-combustible material)
A2-s1, d0 (limited combustibility material)
B-s1, d0 (Class I surface lining)
C-s2, d0 (Class II surface lining)
D-s2, d0 (Class III surface lining)
A1fl (non-combustible floor covering material)
Cfl -s1 (Class G floor covering for exit routes)
Dfl -s1 (Class G floor covering for meeting halls and similar)
BL -s1, d0 (pipe insulation)
B1CA -S1, d0, a1 (cables)
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Types of Fires/Extinguishers
Class A – Ordinary Combustibles
Class B – Flammable Liquids and Gases
Class C – Electrical Equipment (Live)
Class D – Combustible Metals
Class K – Cooking Oils and Fats
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Ultrasonic motion detectors are electrical devices, which use ultra-sound
(that is, sound of very high frequency) to detect motion. ... When a
receiver picks up the sound waves that is reflected from the area under
protection, it sends it to an appropriate circuit for further action (normally
an audio circuit).

Passive Infrared Motion Detector - When the sensor is idle, both slots
detect the same amount of IR, the ambient amount radiated from the
room or walls or outdoors. When a warm body like a human or animal
passes by, it first intercepts one half of the PIR sensor, which causes a
positive differential change between the two halves.

Microwave Motion Detector - uses electro-magnetic radiation. It emits
waves which are then reflected back to the receiver. The receiver analyzes
the waves that are bounced back. If there is an object moving in the room,
these waves are going to be altered. The microwave detector is able to
identify changes from moment to moment.

Types of Cameras:
1. Dome - The camera of this CCTV is eyeball shaped. Dome cameras are commonly used

for indoor security and surveillance. They are favored by many because of the following
reasons:

1. Easy to install – It only requires two or more screws to install a dome camera. It
can easily be mounted on both vertical and horizontal areas.

2. Vandal-proof feature – The dome-shaped casing covers the camera and
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protects it from vandalism.
3. Infrared capable – The dome camera is fitted with IR illuminators which enables it

to capture video images, even in low light conditions.

1. Bullet Camera - This CCTV is a long, cylindrical and tapered shape camera
that looks like a rifle bullet. Ideal for outdoor use, it is perfect for long
distance viewing. It usually has a built-in housing that protects the
camera from all kinds of weather conditions.

2. Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) Camera - As its name suggest, this type of camera has
the ability to pan up to 360 degrees, tilt up to 180 degrees and zoom up
to a specific description. It has a larger lens and components are encased
in a dome. PTZ cameras can be controlled in a remote location, which
makes it easier to scan the entire covered area.

3. Infrared Camera - This is perfectly used for extreme low light conditions.
An infrared camera has the ability to see images in pitch black conditions
using IR LEDs. Also used for mobile applications.

4. Wireless Camera - This type of camera can be installed almost
everywhere. Not all wireless cameras are IP-based. Some can use
alternative modes of wireless transmission.

5. C-Mount Camera - A C-mount camera comes with detachable lenses. It
allows the user to change its lens based on the type of security that is
required. It has special lenses which can cover distances beyond 40ft.
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1. Ensure the loan agreement is correct and reflects all of the insurance coverages you
require. The Loan Agreement is king.

2. Ask for a full copy of the Borrower’s insurance policy including any endorsements that
could affect your loan.

3. Ask more questions if the Borrower is located in a catastrophic-prone area.
4. Have your broker review Flood zone information
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- Self-insured situations – ask more questions
- How are claims handled? Who would you deal with? Would they agree to

conservation and Loss in Value?
- Part of a University/Government – ask questions about the Deductible. Sometimes it can

be $100,000 or greater if combined with the University’s overall property insurance. What
kind of coverage do they have? What exclusions? Would they agree to partial loss?

- If Fine Art Broker – do you recognize the name? The main Fine Art brokers have more
leverage with insurance companies in order to get claims paid smoothly, understand
special requests, etc.

- 7.2 gets back to leverage with the insurance company. The longer you’ve been with a
company, the most leverage you have.
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- Asking about Terrorism is a new addition. Most museums agree to not require this of
each other. What about international loans? Consider location.

- Asking for non-standard exclusions affecting the loan is a new addition and great. Request
a full copy of the policy including any Endorsements that may affect the loan.
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